
Venture into the backyard to gather
leaves, flowers, and twigs. Create
captivating collages by arranging these
natural treasures on paper and gluing
them down. Each collage tells a unique
story of nature's beauty.
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Art adventures at home are all about exploring creativity without
limitations. From finger painting to sculpting, each DIY project is a

chance for kids to express themselves freely. There are no rules, no
right or wrong – just pure artistic exploration.

Let's dive into the world of DIY art projects that turn ordinary items
into extraordinary creations:

Nature Collages

www.childrensartmuseumofindia.com

Art Adventures at Home: 
Igniting Creativity with Fun DIY Projects for Kids

Before you recycle that cardboard box,
consider transforming it into a
spaceship, castle, or robot. With a little
cutting, folding, and coloring, cardboard
becomes a versatile canvas for
imaginative play.

Cardboard Creations

Head outdoors to collect smooth rocks,
then bring them to life with vibrant
colours and patterns using acrylic paints.
These painted rocks can become
garden decorations or story-starters for
imaginative play.

Rock Painting

Cut colorful tissue paper into shapes
and arrange them on a sheet of contact
paper. Once the design is complete,
seal it with another layer of contact
paper to create stunning stained glass
artwork that catches the light.

Paper Stained Glass

Home art adventures yield tangible memories as each masterpiece from your
young artist tells a unique story, reflecting their imagination, personality, and

cherished moments. Share their creativity with the global stage at the Children's
Art Museum of India (CAMI) and become part of our vibrant creative community.



ARTIST OF THE MONTH  AUGUST 2023
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Khadijah
01-05 Years

Sanmeet
06-10 Years

Purav
06-10 Years

Pushti
Art Fest Winner

Oshna
Art Fest Winner

Aayushi
Art Fest Winner

Jahnvi
11-15 Years

Divya
11-15 Years

Soumabha
11-15 Years

Suyashi
16-18 Years

Aisha
16-18 Years


